CHAMELEON CHRONICLES
THE LATEST EVENTS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR JORDAN VALLEY SCHOOL.
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- School Community Council
- PTA Corner
- Save the Dates/Calendar
- Classroom spotlight
- Chameleon of the Week recap

School Calendar:
Feb 3: Chameleon of the Week Celebration 3:45
Feb 4: Remote Learning Day & Teacher of the Year nominations due
Feb 7: Chameleon of the Week Celebration 3:45
Feb 8: PTA Board Meeting
Feb 11: Remote Learning Day & School Community Council 3:30 (virtual)
Feb 14: Valentine's Day
Feb 18: Chameleon of the Week Celebration 1:45
Feb 21: No School - President's Day
Feb 25: Chameleon of the Week Celebration 1:45
Mar 2-3: Parent Teacher Conferences

Classroom Spotlight
Sally Scott's class has been making GREAT progress in the area of social emotional learning. We have been diligently learning and practicing how to treat each other with kindness and respect. They have been using a book series illustrating various ways students can share together. Other students have discovered how communicating using their AAC devices helps them attain what they want much quicker. Lastly, they read a book on Martin Luther King Jr. to celebrate his vision of radical kindness and respect and how we can adopt the same mindset in our classroom. By learning how to share and following our classroom rules, we are learning how to be our best, inner Chameleon!
PTA Corner
Thank you for providing nominations for the PTA awards! We have so many extraordinary folks! We’re also preparing to grant our teachers’ wishlists of items that will support their classrooms. In just a month, we’ll also be providing staff with dinner during Parent Teacher Conferences. We are so grateful for the many members and donations that make these programs possible. It’s never too late to join PTA! You can use this link https://jordanyalley.memberhub.com/store or send $5 with your student to school. We’ll place it in a PTA envelope and get it to the board. Call the office with any questions. 801-826-7200.

School Community Council
All of the communication devices have arrived. The transition rooms are not only up and running, but we have restocked items and bought extras if anything goes missing or gets ruined. We have added more equipment to the Home Ec room for students to practice preparing snacks and meals. We are also restocking grocery shelves and adding tasks to the Voc. Ed. Lab for additional job practice. The sidewalks around the building are redone and complete. It is wonderful to provide a safe path for all of our students.

Chameleon of the Week
Monthly Recap
I Take Responsibility!
Students were recognized last month for demonstrating how they take responsibility. The list is shorter, due to our remote learning, but it was still an excellent list! Congrats again to Nahal, Ethan A. Bailey, Brooklyn, Skyler, Kris, Ben, and Miles. This month we will be revisiting the characteristic of “I am ABLE”.

Donors Choose Success
The Legislature is funding teacher projects through Donors Choose! Ms. Kelsie received items for the transition classrooms and student job tasks. Ms. Becky received a rocking chair and other sensory items and Ms. Donata, our Physical Therapist, will be receiving a variety of supports to help our wiggly students learn at their desks. Hopefully more projects are submitted and funded! Stay Tuned!